Free Event
Guided Tours of Various Art Galleries on Campus
zuccairegallery.stonybrook.edu
thewangcenter.org
art.stonybrook.edu/allowaygallery
scpg.stonybrook.edu/art/art-gallery-exhibits
stonybrook.edu/craftcenter

Thursday September 10, 2015 from 3pm - 5pm
Wednesday November 18, 2015 from 3pm - 5pm
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Stony Brook University
Tour 1 - Thursday September 10, 2015
3:00pm: Skylight Gallery in Wang Center
   Hiroshi Hayakawa, Origami Heaven
3:50pm: Alloway Gallery in Melville Library
   Victoria Febrer, MFA Show
4:20pm: Simons Center Gallery, Manfred Mohr, Pioneer of Algorithmic Art
5:00pm: Simons Center Gallery
   ***Manfred Mohr Reception

Tour 2 - Wednesday November 18, 2015
3:00pm: Alloway Gallery in Melville Library
   Logan Marks, MFA Show
3:40pm: Zodiac Gallery in Wang Center
   Ren Zi, Reality Override
4:20pm: Zuccaire Gallery in Staller Center
   Isabel Manalo, Skin Codes
5:00pm: Zuccaire Gallery in Staller Center
   ***Art Crawl Closing Reception

Stony Brook University/SUNY is an affirmative action, equal opportunity employer. Call (631) 632 - 6822 for a disability related requirement.